Lighting Technologies TRQ, S. L.

SELF CONTAINED EMERGENCY SIGN
SERIE I-SIGN y VIZART

IP40

F

Technical Characteristics:
-

Supply 230V~ 50/60Hz.
Maintained.
Stand by and re-start via Telemando(TM).
Green Led indicating, the Battery re-charging.
Illumination via High luminosity white led.
Stabilized current of Led (constant current control).
Visibility 24 mts. (As per NORM UNE-EN 1838).
Autonomy superior 1 hour.
Battery Ni-Cd 6V – 0,8Ah.
Protection Grade IP40.
Connection via ∅6 mm cable.
Overload & end of battery discharge protection.
Class I Luminary.
Pmma Diffuser of 8 mm width.
Aluminum front frame in 2 colors: White & Black ( ISIGN) and White & Aluminum ( VIZART)
Surface and wall recessed mounting.
Pictograms & mounting accessories included.

Norms Applied:
-

CE marked as per 2006/95/CE y 2004/108/CE UNE-EN 60598-2-22
UNE-EN 60598-1
UNE-EN 1838

Installation:
-

Install the luminary following the mounting instructions on the next page and electrical connection
diagram.
Switch On the Power and verify that the Pictograms and the green led indicating the battering
charging are illuminated.
The Luminary will not respond to its complete autonomy until 24 hours, as the batteries are supplied
Discharged.
If during working, the frontal diffuser is disconnected, the luminary will be blocked, to reset, first
disconnect the luminary from the power supply , then the battery, wait for few seconds and connect
first the battery then the power.

Maintenance:
-The Batteries should be changed once their duration gets inferior to the assigned.)
-The Batteries and the electronic components should be re-cycled or eliminated in an adequate way.
-Before doing any maintenance operation, please make sure that the Main supply is switched off and the
luminary is in STAND BY Position.
Telemando TM: TM is used for verification and also for standby / restart in emergency mode

Connection Diagram:

A: Connection without Telemando.

B: Connection with Telemando.

Dimensions:

Mounting instructions:
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Remove the Front frame (I-sign) (pic. 1) or open the frame and remove the glass protector (Vizart)
(pic 2) to access the screws on the LGP, unscrew the 2 screws and disconnect the LGP from the PCB
connectors and remove the LGP from the back box.
Install the back box on the surface using 2 screws (pic.3), and make the cable connections as per
connection diagram.
Connect the LPG connectors to the PCB, followed by the battery to its connector with adequate
polarity (+red, on left), and at last screw the LPG to the back box carefully so that the cable passes
through the hole and is not pressed by the box ( pic4).
Place the Pictogram behind the frontal frame (I SIGN) and fix the frame on the LGP which has
magnets to hold the frame. For Vizart, place the pictogram behind the glass and close the 4 sides of
the frame.

- To recess the luminary on the wall make a rectangular hole 270x125mm (pic6) Mount the accessory ST37 on the back box with 2 screws supplied., followed by mounting the accessory on the wall with 4
screws of 3.5x20mm ( A) using 4 plugs of 5mm .

